Rubbermaid® Easy Find Lids™
7J55, 7J59, 7J60, 7J65, 7J66, 7J67, 7J71, 7J72, 7K73, 7J76, 7J77, 7L54, 7J94, 7J95,
7L52, 7L53, 7K39, 7K47, 7L20, 7J98, 7K20
Organizing your kitchen just got easier. Featuring lids that snap to bases and other lids,
this food storage system ensures that the right lid is always at your fingertips. Graduated
sized containers nest to take up less room in your cupboard, and its square shape takes
up less room in your refrigerator. The bases are extra clear to allow you to better see
their contents.

Care & Use
To keep your new containers looking their best, we recommend the following:
Remove label and wash before use.
Use care when handling container with hot contents or after reheating in the
microwave. Plastic is more flexible when warm.
Made of microwave safe materials that can be used to reheat foods to a temperature
comfortable for eating. These containers are not intended for cooking.
Follow your microwave manufacturer’s recommendation when defrosting or reheating
foods.
Excessive reheating or heating time may damage the container. Remove lid (may
place loosely on top to prevent splattering) to allow steam to vent when microwaving.
Sealing plastic lids while heating may create extra pressure causing the lid to melt,
warp, or create excessive steam build up.
Avoid using plastic wrap inside or on top of the container during microwave use. The
plastic wrap could heat, melt and adhere to the container walls.
To avoid staining or pitting, do not reheat food high in salt, oil, fat, sugar or tomato.
These containers are not stain-resistant. Reheating foods containing tomato based
products may stain the container. For improved stain resistance, try Rubbermaid®
Premier™.
Do not use in conventional oven, under browning elements or on stovetop.
This item is made of materials that are safe for freezer use. Please note that plastics
are less flexible when cold or frozen and may break if dropped.
This item is made of materials that are safe for normal household dishwashers. Be
sure that the item is secured so that it does not come in contact with the dishwasher
element to avoid melting.
Snap the bottom of the base to the top of the lid for easy storage and organization.

